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Suppose @ maps an open subset I/ of R” into R”. a E 1:. S is a subset of LI and 
int @J(S) denotes the interior of the image Q(S). Call any result with conclusion 
@(a) E int Q(S) an interior mapping theorem. The best known example is an easy 
corollary of the classical Implicit Mapping Theorem: if @ is strongly differentiable 
at a E U and if L = @‘(a). then @(a) E int G(U) whenever L(a) E int L(U). that is. 
whenever the linear transformation L maps R” onto R”. A more subtle interior 
mapping theorem is proved in this paper: if a E C’n c. where C is a convex subset 
of U. if @ is strongly differentiable at a E U. and if L = @‘(a). then @(a) E int @(C) 
whenever L(a) E int L(C). This Convex Interior Mapping Theorem is then applied 
to yield a short proof of the Caratheodory-John Multiplier Rule for minimizing a 
strongly differentiable function 9” subject to strongly differentiable inequality 
constraints 9, < O..... 9p < 0 strongly differentiable equality constraints 9, r , = 
o...., Qp, II =O. (A corollary of this fundamental multiplier rule is the wellLknown 
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem.) The demonstration proceeds by examining 
interiority properties of the mapping @ = (9,). 9, ,.... o,, , I,) from C’ into R p -” ’ ‘. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose U is an open subset of real euclidean n-space R”. p and q are 
nonnegative integers, &, 4, ,..., $p, $,+ , ,..., $p+(I are p + q + 1 real functions 
on U, and S is the collection (x E Cr: 4J.u) < 0 if i = 1, 2....,p and oi(x) = 0 if 
i=p+ l,...,p+q}. The theory of finite-dimensional constrained 
optimization is concerned with locating points a E S satisfying #,(a) < Q”(X) 
for all x E S. Such points are said to minimize @,, on the feasible set S or to 
minimize @0 subject to the p inequality constraints 9, < O..... #p < 0 and the q 
equality constraints Q,+, = O,..., epfq = 0. Among theorems which list 
conditions necessary at these minimizing points. this one is basic: 
CARATH~ODORY-JOHN MULTIPLIER RULE. Let U be an open subset of 
R”. and let Q,,, 4,) . . . . #p, T$,+, . . . . , tip+, be p + q + 1 real functions on U, each 
strongly dlferentiable at a E U. If a E U minimizes &, subject to the p 
inequality constraints $, < O,..., 0, ,< 0 and the q equality constraints Q~+, = 
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(i) #‘(a) = 0 if4 = Cfzz Aiei, 
(ii) Ai> when i=O, l,..., p, and 
(iii) n,@,(a) = 0 when i = 1, 2 ,..., p. 
The purpose of this paper is to present an elementary demonstration for 
the Caratheodory-John Multiplier Rule based on the Lipschitz Fixed Point 
Theorem, a result familar to undergraduates studying advanced calculus. 
When there are no inequality constraints, the Caratheodory-John 
Multiplier Rule reduces to the multiplier rule of Caratheodory [5], Bliss [4], 
and Lyusternik [25]; when there are no equality constraints, we obtain the 
multiplier rule of John [22], diminished by our limitation p < co. The 
Caratheodory-John Multiplier Rule itself, though contained implicitly in 
Halkin and Neustadt [ 111, was first stated and proved explicitly in 
Mangasarian and Fromovitz [ 261. Other demonstrations, quite different from 
the original and present proof, can be found in McShane [28] and Bazaraa 
and Shetty [3]. In most of these papers the functions tii are assumed 
continuously differentiable on U. We have stated the Carathiodory-John 
Multiplier Rule with the functions Qi strongly differentiable at the single 
point a E U. This is a trivial but pleasant weakening of the smoothness 
requirement. For the definition of strong differentiability, see Section 2. 
Over the last 10 years much work has been directed toward weakening, in 
nontrivial ways, the smoothness assumptions on the functions #i. For 
example, Halkin [ 12, 13) and Hestenes [ 171 show conclusions (i). (ii), and 
(iii) remain in force whenever &,,..., @p +@ are differentiable at a E U and 
4,+ I1***) 4,+, are continuous on a neighborhood of a E U. Some recent 
papers have presented natural analogs of the Caratheodory-John Multiplier 
Rule (or its corollary the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Theorem) which apply 
whenever $,, ,..., 9, +q are Lipschitz continuous. In this setting the functions 
f4lY.~ #ptq may not admit derivatives at the optimal point, a malady which 
has prompted the introduction of set-valued derivatives. See, for instance, 
Auslander [ 11, Clarke [6-91, Goldstine [IO], Halkin [4-161, Hestenes [ 171, 
Hiriart-Urruty [ 18-211, Penot [29], Pourciau [30-321, Sweetzer [ 341. and 
Warga [35,36]. 
2. NOTATION AND MOTIVATION 
Before discussing the key elements of the present demonstration, let us fix 
some terminology and notation. Whenever E is a normed linear space and 
x E E, S c E, and 6 > 0, then N,(x) stands for the open ball of radius 6 
centered at x, s for the topological closure of S, and int S for the interior of 
S. We will meet two normed linear spaces: real n-space R” with the 
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euclidean norm 1x1 = fi and the space of linear mappings from R” into 
Rk with norm /IA 11 = max(lkul: Ix\= 1). If S is a subset of R”. then aff S 
abbreviates the afJine hull 
of S. A point .1’ is said to lie in the relative interior of S and we write 
.V E rint S whenever Nd(y) n aff S is a subset of S for some 6 > 0. When S 
is convex, rint S is nonempty and convex. If the differences ~9~ -J, ,.... !qn, - J, 
are linearly independent, the collection (~,....,.l?,~} of points in R” is in 
general position. The convex hull of S is the set 
1 
m  
r ajyj: yj E S, aj > 0, + aj= l.m> 1 i 
,T, ,r, \’ 
denoted by co S. The convex hull of any collection of points in general 
position is called a simplex. A mapping @ from an open subset U of R” into 
R k is strong& differentiable at a E U provided there is a linear transfor- 
mation L from R” into Rk satisfying the following condition: for every F > 0. 
there is some 6 > 0 such that 
I@(z)-Q(X)-L(z-X)l<&/Z--.YI 
whenever x and z lie in U, /,Y - al < 6. and /z - a 1 < 6. In this case f. is 
called the strong derivative of @ at a E U. The two properties of strong 
differentiability below are very easy to prove. 
(1) @ is differentiable with derivative L wherever @ is strongly differen 
tiable with strong derivative L. 
(2) @ is strongly differentiable at any point on a neighborhood of which 
@ is continuously differentiable. 
Our proof of the CarathCtodory-John Multiplier Rule is motivated by the 
observation that for the classical case of equality constraints alone, when we 
are dealing with the multiplier rule of Carathiodory. a short and lucid 
demonstation can be based on the following corollary of the Implicit 
Mapping Theorem: 
INTERIOR MAPPING THEOREM. If (I is an open subset of R”. if@ maps LJ 
into Rk, and if the strong derivative L of @ at a E U exists and satisfies 
L(a) E int L(U), then @(a) E int @(CT). 
For this enlightened approach, read Bartle [2 ] or Sagan [33]. To prove 
the more difficult CarathCodory-John Multiplier Rule, we are then led 
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naturally to look for an appropriate more subtle interior mapping theorem. 
In fact, our demonstration turns on the following result: 
CONVEX INTERIOR MAPPING THEOREM. IfU is an open subset ofR”, if 
C is a convex subset of U, if @ maps U into Rk, and if the strong derivative 
L of @ at a E Un c exists and satisfies L(a) E int L(C), then @(a) E 
int Q(C). 
3. PROOF OF THE CONVEX INTERIOR MAPPING THEOREM 
It is at this point that we need the Lipschitz Fixed Point Theorem, so let 
us recall it. A mapping Y from a subset K of Rk into Rk is said to be 
contractive provided for some E in 10, 1) and every p and w in K we have 
Iul(w)- ~~Y)l,<~l~~-Yl. 
LIPSCHITZ FIXED POINT THEOREM. A contractive mapping @ from a 
closed subset K of R k into itself has a fixed point: Y(y) = y for some y in K. 
Now, after dispensing with a simple lemma, we prove the Convex Interior 
Mapping Theorem. 
LEMMA. Let C be a convex subset of R” and suppose 0 E C. If x E rint C 
and 0 < A< 1, then 1x E rint C. 
Proof: For some 6 > 0 we know N,(x) f7 aff C is a subset of C because x 
lies in rint C. One can then easily verify the inclusion Nts(nx) n aff C c C. 
Proof of the Convex Interior Mapping Theorem. For simplicity and 
without any loss of generality, we suppose a = 0 and @(a) = 0. Because 
L(C) contains a neighborhood of 0, so does L(rint C). A simple separation 
argument makes this clear. Hence we can find a simplex K = co{ y, ,..., yk+ , } 
in L(rint C) which contains a neighborhood of 0: say I y1 < E implies y E K. 
For each j choose in rint C a point xi with L(xj) = yj, let J be the simplex 
co(x1 ,***, xk+ 11 = c, and define IJI = max{lxI: x E J). Since L is the strong 
derivative of @ at 0, there is a neighborhood Vc U of 0, where 
whenever x and z belong to I’. Find some 1 E (0, 1 ] forcing ,U c V. (In 
passing observe W is a subset of C because of the lemma.) Now let M be the 
unique aftine mapping from R k into Rn having for each j the value xi at the 
point yj, denote the linear part of M by G, and define the mapping M, by 
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M.,(y) = A?(y) + h4(0). We have M,(X) = AJ, since M(K) = J. Moreover 
LM, is the identity mapping on R k. Fix any point .1; with 1~~1 < $,I&. Let 
p: AK + R” be given by p(y) = j + 1’ - @Mn(y). We claim that y/ is a 
contractive mapping from the closed subset AK into itself. 
First we show F is contractive on AK. Suppose J and 1~’ belong to AK. Set 
x = kf,(.r) and z = M,(w). Then x and z belong to AJ c V. and therefore 
1 F(y) - yl(w)~ = 14’ - m4,( y) - II’ + mif,( w)l 
= /Q(z) - Q(x) - L(z -x)1 
’ 4 IJI 
-lz-xl. 
But 
< 2 IJI --y- I II’ - .I’ I 
so the desired inequality follows: 
Next we see that F maps LK into itself. Let ~1 E AK. If x = A4,( .r) then 
s E A.I c V and L(X) = .v. Consequently. 
I F( ?,)I = I .v + .I’ - @M.,( .l,)l 
,< / .F + IL(x) - @(x)1 
But since 1x1 < A 1 JI, we have I p( y)l,< 1~ and this implies p( 4’) E AK. 
Now apply the Lipschitz Fixed Point Theorem to the mapping F. Let I(’ 
be the fixed point of F in AK. From w = !@y(w) we obtain @M,(w) =J; Thus. 
if .Y = Mk(n~), we obtain @J(X) =u, where x E AJ c C. To sum up: 9 E G(C) 
whenever I pi < ;A&. This finishes the proof. 
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4. PROOF OF THE CARATH~ODORY-JOHN MULTIPLIER RULE 
Here is the statement again: 
CARATH~ODORY-JOHN MULTIPLIER RULE. Suppose U is an open subset 
of R”, and #o, ch,..., tip, tip+,,..., i,,, are p + q + 1 real functions on U, each 
strongly differentiable at a E U. When a E U minimizes #0 subject to the p 
inequality constraints $, < O,..., I++~ < 0 and the q equality constraints I$,+, = 
o,..., 4p+q =O, some nonzero l= (&,,I ,,..., ~p,~,+ ,,..., lp+y) in Rpcqc’ 
satisfies 
(i) @(a) = 0 $4 = CFJzAi$i, 
(ii) li > 0 for i = 0, l,..., p, and 
(iii) ki#i(a) = Ofor i = I,..., p. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we suppose a = 0, U is convex, and 
@(a) = 0, where @ is the mapping (&,, d,,..., @,+,) from U into RP+q+‘. Let 
W be the collection of all y= (‘fO, q,,..., qp+q) in Rp+qf’ such that 
YIO < 03 
Vi < O for i = l...., p, 
and 
‘li = 0 for i = p + l,..., p + q. 
The optimality of 0 E U guarantees @(U)n W = 0. We also have 
Q(O) E Q(U) n w. Let L be the strong derivative of @ at 0 E U. Suppose 
the convex sets L(U) and W are separated, that is, suppose there is a hyper- 
plane H= (~ER~+~+‘:y.y=0} such that 
(a) L(U) c Hi 
and 
(b) WcH-, 
where H+ and HP are the closed half-spaces determined by H. Then 
conclusion (i) of the multiplier rule follows easily from (a), while (ii) and 
(iii) are simple consequences of (b). 
So it is enough to show L(U) and W are separated. Assume they are not. 
Then 0 E int[L(U) - W], which is the same as writing M(O,O) E 
int M(U x IV) if M is the derivative of Y at (0,O) and Y is the mapping 
from U x W into Rp+q+’ given by !?‘(x, y) = Q(x) -y. From the Convex 
Interior Mapping Theorem, we infer 
0= Y(O,O)Eint Y(UX W)c yI(UX W), 
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which implies 0 = Q(x) -y for some x in U and some ~9 in W. contradicting 
the optimality condition Q(U) Ys, W = 0. Hence L(U) and W must indeed be 
separated, completing the proof. 
5. REMARKS ON KARUSH-KUHN-TUCKERTHEOREMS 
We shall call a result a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem if it matches the 
Carathtodory-John Multiplier Rule but for two features: an additional 
hypothesis on the constraint functions, called a constraint qualification, and 
an additional conclusion, namely. that II, is nonzero. To obtain all possible 
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorems, one just allows the added hypothesis to 
vary over all possible constraint qualifications. If, for example. the constraint 
qualification is that of Karush, Kuhn, and Tucker. one obtains the (very 
famous) Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem, proved first in 1939 by Karush 
[ 231 and independently in 195 1 by Kuhn and Tucker [ 241. 
One sometimes reads in the literature that the Caratheodory-John 
Multiplier Rule is “weaker” than the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem, when 
in truth Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorems are easy corollaries of the 
Caratheodory-John Multiplier Rule. To see some Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 
theorems proved this way, read Hestenes [ 17 1. Mangasarian [27 I. or 
Pourciau [ 321. Moreover, the Carathiodory-John Multiplier Rule assumes 
less, and its assumptions are intrinsic to the optimization problem. 
One also reads in the literature that the Caratheodory-John Multiplier 
Rule is useful only in the guise of any one of its corollaries, a Karush- 
Kuhn-Tucker theorem. because its conclusions admit the possibility 1” = 0. 
But this too is false, for it often happens. in cases when a given constraint 
qualification is difftcult to validate or actually invalid. that the assertion 
1, # 0 is a straightforward consequence of the conclusions of the 
Caratheodory-John Multiplier Rule and the special conditions of the 
problem. A variation of this can occur in applied areas. like mathematical 
economics. where the validity of a constraint qualification is sometimes 
made an (unnecessary) assumption of a particular theory. See Pourciau 132 1 
for an example of this and a fuller discussion. 
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